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Aluminium Bifolds
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£350

per pane
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£450

per pane
T-Handle included
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per pane

Free sales kit on qualifying orders

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated
call 0800 389 0595
fax 02476 638779
email sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

FREE UPGRADE!

TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

OUR NEW 20-PAGE BROCHURE
DOES THE SELLING FOR YOU!
Taking the time to sell the Timberlook Flush Sash
to customers will pay dividends in high margin
new business from friends, neighbours & relatives.

EVERY INSTALLATION IS A FREE
ADVERT FOR YOUR BUSINESS!
The internal appearance also replicates a timber
window with an ovalo feature frame and a range
of stylish window furniture to choose from

CHOICE OF
9 COLOURS
NIGHT LATCH
AS STANDARD

WWW.TIMBERLOOK.COM

FROM A STANDARD
MITRED PVCU LOOKING
FLUSH SASH
TO A TRADITIONAL
MORTISE & TENON
LOOKING FLUSH SASH

Timberlook is the new Flush Sash Window from
Affordable Windows. It boasts a square mortise &
tenon looking fabrication for both sash and
outerframe, instead of the tell-tale mitred joints
that would normally identify a window as being
fabricated from PVCu.

Additionally, the Timberlook Flush Sash has a
70mm back to front frame size to make
installation fast, a slim 60mm sash to replicate a
timber sash, and a night latch as standard.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME
60MM SASH SIZE
With unique options such as a deep bottom rail
and concealed trickle ventilation, the Timberlook
Flush Sash is almost indistinguishable from the
most expensive flush sash timber windows.
For more information or a quotation, contact:

PHIL MYERS phil@a-w-s.co.uk

TEL 01253 888222 MOB 07817 816663

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS ARE ONE OF THE UK’S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF ALUMINIUM & PVCU WINDOWS, DOORS, & CONSERVATORIES

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS, CORNFORD HOUSE, CORNFORD ROAD, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE FY4 4QQ
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Fire Door Failure –
An Expert's View

A complete fire doorset recovered from the lower floors
at Grenfell Tower has been
tested – and has failed. They
were supposed to be 30
minute fire rated but only
lasted 15.
It has not been revealed where
the doors were tested but it is
most likely at the BRE establishment that undertook cladding
tests after the inferno killed 71
people.
Fire doors are one of the most
basic passive fire protection systems installed in both domestic
and commercial buildings but
their effectiveness can be compromised by a variety of factors – not
least their installation and a basic
lack of maintenance.
The supplier to Grenfell was
have been Manse Masterdor (see
statement over) who will have almost certainly supplied finished
product to an installer knowing
that it would be illegal for the installer to modify the product (with
hardware or glass for example)
without that modification receiving testing and certification (the
installer at that point becomes
‘the manufacturer’) because of
the risk of degradation. However,
many fire door inspections reveal
that the intumescents which are
fundamental to a fire door’s effectiveness have either not been fitted properly (or at all) or have
degraded over time.
An expert’s view
Simon Beer from Bluesky Certification which undertakes fire testing on doors, windows and other
products in association with Cambridge Fire & Research told The
Installer: “It is critical that fire

doorsets are manufactured, installed and maintained correctly
in order to maintain the fire resistance.”
Just prior to the revelation, The
Installer attended a fire door test
simulation as Simon Beer’s guest.
He continued: “The fire test
demonstration that was part of
our training course proved that a
small variation of the specification
can be detrimental to the performance.
“I have expressed the opinion
that the fire at Grenfell Tower is
likely to have spread on the inside of the building as well as the
outside, due to issues with fire
compartmentation. This opinion is
based on issues that I regularly
see on site with respect to fire
stopping, compartment walls and
fire doors. Problems with manufacturing, installation and ongoing maintenance can all have a
significantly detrimental effect on
the performance and the fire compartmentation will only be as
good as the weakest point.”

News

specification fire doorset with deliberate flaws incorporated – and
it still managed to last a full 30
minutes (apart from at one section
of glazing which is where the deliberate fault was included).

Ministerial reassurance
Housing Minister Sajid Javid told
Parliament (on March 15) that the
fire door testing results were not
‘systemic’...that fire doors that
would fail the 30 minute resistance test had not been installed
all over the UK and thus the risk to
public safety remained low.
Javid said: “Initial inspections
indicate the door is believed to
have been designed to resist fire
for up to 30 minutes. But, when
tested by the Metropolitan Police,
it failed after approximately 15
minutes.”

Opposition view
Tony Lloyd, Shadow Housing
Minister, said: “If this isn’t systemic, what assessment has been
made of how many buildings are
potentially affected by this? How
30?
many individual flats? How many
Beer continued: “With regards to people who have fire doors that
the fire doors that were removed simply don’t do the job?”
from Grenfell Tower and then
tested, I don’t know where they Beer continued
were tested or to what standard, Simon Beer added: "The Building
how they were installed for the Regulations currently have a rectest or whether there was dam- ommendation for UKAS accredage caused by installation, main- ited 3rd party certification to
tenance or ongoing use whilst cover the manufacture and instalthey were installed at Grenfell lation of fire doors. I understand
Tower. However on the face of it that the cost to the industry is the
an FD30 fire door that only reason that this was recomachieves 15 minutes is likely to mended rather than mandated. I
have a serious issue with the believe a good first step to imspecification.”
proving standards would be to
The test observed by The In- make this mandatory with immestaller featured a deliberately low diate effect.” i
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Grenfell Fire Door Failure –
Comments & Updates
A complete fire doorset recovered from the lower floors
at Grenfell Tower has been
tested and has failed. We've
got the latest comments &
updates.

do so if required.

Finally there has been a boost
for drivers but not for carpark
owners as the government
backs a clamp down on rogue
parking firms.
Government is to support new legislation aimed at raising standards
in the private parking industry and
giving car owners new legal protections from unscrupulous private
parking operators, Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government Sajid Javid has said.

times more tickets than decade ago.
Drivers are increasingly complaining of inconsistent practices, substandard
signage,
confusing
appeals processes and intimidating
payment letters.
Under government plans, which
will deliver on a manifesto commitment to tackle rogue parking operators, a stringent new Code of
Practice will be developed by the
Secretary of State in conjunction
with motorists groups and other experts. Those falling foul of the rules
would then be blocked from accessing driver data and issuing fines, effectively forcing them out of the
industry.
These measures, introduced in
a Bill by Sir Greg Knight MP,

From Twitter Fire Door
Inspectors@firedoorguy
Even a perfectly installed, and
maintained door, will not perform if wedged/blocked open From Masterdor
yet we see it every day. #FireSynseal and its Masterdor divi- Safety is seen as an inconvension are aware of reports in the ience - especially in the
media about tests being carried workplace.
out on fire doors installed into
Grenfell Tower. For the sake of From West Port Window &
clarity, we would like to point Door Technology
out:
Last summer, after decades on
• Manse Masterdor and Master- the side-lines, fire safety was fidor are two separate compa- nally centre-stage for the worst
nies.
possible reasons. Grenfell was a
• Manse Masterdor installed the national catastrophe but we’re
doors into Grenfell Tower in now faced with a once-in-a-gen2011/2012.
eration chance to drastically im• Synseal bought the assets of prove fire safety standards
Manse Masterdor in 2014 and throughout construction and we
therefore never had any involve- can start with the most basic fire
ment with Grenfell Tower.
safety product of them all - fire
In recent weeks we have of- doors.
fered our full support and coopIt’s frighteningly common for
eration to the Metropolitan manufacturers to fire test their
Police as it undertakes its investi- door components separately,
gation and we will continue to rather than testing the completely

Fleeced
Evidence shows that, in total, nearly
10,000 people approached the Citizen’s Advice Bureau for advice on
private parking tickets last year and
parking firms are issuing almost 13
6 | News | The Installer

assembled door set. That can
lead to products with FD30 ratings that only last a fraction of
the time they’re supposed to.
It’s vital that this changes. Fire
door suppliers need to put aside
any thoughts of profit, margins,
and getting the edge on the competition – this is about people’s
lives. Architects, local authorities, house-builders and others
must demand better from their
contractors. And product manufacturers and installers have to
enshrine health and safety as
their highest priority. Every door
component must be tested as
part of a complete door set. And
the 30 minutes in FD30 has to
be seen as a bare minimum, not
a target. In a fire, seconds count
– and that means every manufacturer has a moral responsibility to make their fire door
products as good as they can
possibly be. That will take hard
work and investment. But together, as an industry, we can
help make the built environment
a safer place. i

build on action government has
already taken to tackle rogue private parking operators, including
banning wheel clamping and
towing and over-zealous parking
enforcement by councils and
parking wardens.
Sajid Javid, said: “For too long
drivers have suffered from unjust
fines at the hands of dodgy parking
firms. We need a fairer, clearer and
more consistent system that brings
unscrupulous operators in line with
those who are behaving appropriately. That is why government is putting the brakes on these rogue
operators and backing new laws
that will put a stop to aggressive behaviour and provide a simpler way
for drivers to appeal fines.” i
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Aluminium
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Mates In Mind Heads To NI
Mates in Mind has extended
its reach into Northern Ireland through a partnership
with a leading mental health
charity - Inspire Knowledge
and Leadership.
The partnership means that
construction companies and
workers throughout Northern
Ireland can access the full support of the Mates in Mind programme.
Mental health in
construction is a significant
issue, with over a third of construction workers having experienced a condition in the past
year and almost a quarter of
workers considering leaving the
industry due to mental health related issues.
Mates in Mind is a charity set
up for and by the construction

8 | News | The Installer

industry, to help organisations
improve mental health and wellbeing of their workforce. Since
launching its programme in September 2017, almost 70 construction
companies
have
already become supporters of
the charity, each of whom are
striving to improve the mental
health and wellbeing of their
own workforce and across the
industry. NI
The partnership with Inspire
will enable the charity to reach
construction workers in Northern Ireland with a range of programme support, training and
awareness programmes as well
as counselling support services.
Inspire is a charity and social
enterprise based in Northern
Ireland that promotes mental

health and wellbeing. Through
Inspire’s training network, which
includes three training locations
as well as a mobile training facility, Northern Ireland based
construction and construction-related trade workers will have
access to the full range of the
Mates in Mind training and
awareness programmes.
Start the Conversation
These include the Start the Conversation course, line manager
and supervisory training as well
as Mental Health First Aid training. As well as becoming a Supporter of Mates in Mind, sole
traders and small businesses
will also have access to unlimited 24/7 phone based counselling support. i
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Technical Article

Conservatory
Condensation –
Better Insulation
Solves the Problem

It is common occurrence
that a consumer will complain that their conservatory
roof is leaking and water
ingress is showing on the floor
or the furnishings, writes our
expert technical author Don
Waterworth.
This can commonly occur to the
underside of ridge beams, valleys or box gutters but quite often
in fact, is not water ingress at all,
it is condensation.
The photograph shows 2 drops
of water on the underside of a
valley.
The outside temperature is 6°C,
inside temperature 15°C or so
and the basic principle occurring
here is that warm air from the in10 | Technical Article | The Installer

side of the conservatory, is meeting the cold metal of the valley.
When this occurs, 'dew point'
can be reached and condensation is formed.
The solution
The solution is to make sure that
metal elements where possible
are insulated and of course, routinely the aluminium elements of
a conservatory roof are not insulated and therefore you can find
yourself attending a property to
appease an irate consumer. In reality you have done nothing
wrong.
Doing better than
foam insulation

There are suppliers that supply a
2mm thick adhesive foam tape
which you can stick to the underside of box gutters and valleys. In
my experience this doesn't perform very well at all and what is
really required is an insulation
method which incorporates a
vapour barrier.
The benefit of this is that the
warm air cannot rise up and
meet the cold metal as the vapour
barrier and the insulation are
providing a suitable barrier.
So, if you have experienced the
foregoing problem, have a word
with your conservatory roof supplier with regards to insulating
and attaching a vapour barrier to
the large metal components. i
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FASTEST

Glazed in seconds

No cutting or drilling onsite, without silicone, clip fit
finishing caps – Fastest fit on
the market

STRONGEST

WARMEST

Ability to withstand ‘Live’ loads
over twice that of the leading
competitor. A 6x4m roof can
support up to 8 tonnes

Thermal PVC T Bar, Thermally
broken eaves beam and industry
leading Q-Lon Gaskets.

Performance
Engineering

As featured at the FITShow,
search for our YouTube
video and see the
Korniche fully fitted
Under
in under 6 minutes

Up to 3m x 2.5m with
no rafters

SLIMMEST

SUPPORT

6 mins

Uninterrupted Sight
Lines
Patent pending end boss
enabling hips to merge into ridge

Traditional features in
contemporary design give
‘Timber’ like looks suitable for all
properties
Narrowest external ridge profile

No tie bars required

3.5kN
/m2

Best for specifiers the ideal trade
lantern
Brand, point of sale and
marketing support helping save
time and maximise profit from
sales and on-site.
Online trade KwikQuote tool

Email: sales@korniche.co.uk
Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk
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Certass Column

Has The BBC Turned
Trader Website
Directories
InsideOut?

Simon Swift, Business Development Executive at Certass talks about a recent InsideOut Yorkshire and Lincolnshire
programme that exposed a couple of
‘find a trader’ website directories for not
carrying out appropriate checks on
companies listed on their site

In January, the BBC’s InsideOut Yorkshire and Lincolnshire
programme
featured a piece that saw a
presenter successfully apply
to, and be listed on, MyBuilder and RatedPeople
websites without any experience, or ability.
The The experiment was initiated by complaints from two
people in separate areas of the
country who had been stung by
‘rogue traders’, employed after
the homeowners found them
listed on sites that offer details of
‘trusted tradespeople’ for carrying out home improvements.
It was quite shocking to watch
the BBC presenter successfully
apply and be listed, simply by
setting up an email address and
telephone number and false business premises, without any experience or ability. I’m sure the item
on the programme has put doubt
in lot of homeowners’ minds
about how they use and trust
these ‘trusted tradesmen’ directory sites in the future. It’s particularly interesting that the
websites were being advertised
using celebrity endorsement from
well-know household names from
home improvement shows.
Trust is earned, not bought
Many of these sites will list a
12 | Certass Column |The Installer

trader in exchange for a monthly
fee but offer no guarantees on
the ability of the company or
their experience. Even some reviews were found to be false,
with traders creating their own to
build credibility on their profiles.
As the genuine trader who was
interviewed on the show said:
“Trust is something to be earned,
not bought.”
Helping consumers choose
wisely
As champions of local installers
across the building fabric industry, the BBC’s findings in this investigation
are
really
disappointing – especially as we
have seen increasing professionalism over the years from genuine traders who deserve to win
work from homeowners because
they’ll do a great job.
The only feedback from the culprit websites was for homeowners to do their own research on
traders before handing over any
cash or giving the go ahead on
work. The message is clear to
homeowners, make sure that you
choose a tradesperson who’s certified. That’s where third-party
certification schemes like CQ-Assured can really make installers
stand out from the crowd.
Our workmanship quality assurance scheme has been de-

signed to give consumers complete confidence when choosing
a contractor. Unlike the ‘find a
trader’ directories, at Certass, we
audit our members’ work so that
homeowners can be assured that
our members will do a great job
on their home improvement.
Added benefits for installers
We check important things like
insurance and the qualifications
of your team on a regular basis,
so you can show homeowners
who approach you that you are
certified by a trusted third party.
If you’re more of an all-round
home improvement company,
our service is ideal, because our
schemes cover the whole building fabric industry including conservatory warm roofs, cavity
clearance,
extensions
and
roofline as well as glazing installation.
Not only that, but membership
also gives you access to discounted employers and public liability insurance, discounted
MTC cards for your team and
even access to 0% finance for
your customers.
It’s easy to apply online and we
offer friendly technical and marketing support too. i
Find out more at
certass.co.uk

Introducing the new
hardware range
Designed for bi-fold doors
Secured with Yale

A new range of innovative products from the world’s
most trusted lock manufacturer, designed specifically
for bi-fold doors.
The new Yale Lockmaster 28mm backset multipoint lock fits into slim sightline
profiles and is available in standard 16mm euro groove and 24mm u-channel variants.
Ideal for narrow door sets, the new door handle is manufactured from 304 stainless
steel and is complemented by a black Platinum 3-star maximum security cylinder.
Created to enhance performance and maximise security, this hardware collection has
been designed, developed and tested to precise standards to deliver the exceptional
performance you expect from Yale.

For more information on the new bi-fold door range, please call
the Yale team on 01902 366800 or visit www.yaledws.co.uk
An ASSA ABLOY Group brand
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Energy Efficiency

Andy Swift of ISO-Chemie considers
the trade-off between airtightness and
ventilation in sealing products

Ventilation –
Keeping It Tight
And In Control
Air quality within a building is
a big issue, writes ISOChemie's Andy Swift. The
more airtight we make our
buildings the less fresh air we
get into them through random unwanted gaps within
the building fabric.
Such problems can cause
other issues for people with respiratory problems or young children, so proper ventilation is
crucial - it is often argued that if
by reducing air loss you then
need to build-in designed ventilation, then why bother in the
first place?

in one word – control. It is the
difference between controlled
air loss or ventilation and uncontrolled air loss and draughts,
which is the nub of the whole
issue.

How is ‘Build Tight, Vent Right’
achieved?
With regards to ventilation, this
generally falls into two major
camps – natural ventilation and
mechanical ventilation. If you
achieve an air loss of 3m3
(h.m2) @50Pa or less, then it is
a necessity to use mechanical
ventilation. With an air loss of
more than 3m3 (h.m2), it is genControl
erally considered that well deThe answer, apart from the fact signed natural ventilation is
that legislation must be com- sufficient for most domestic
plied with, can be summed up dwellings.

14 | Energy Efficiency | The Installer

For unwanted air loss, it is
generally acknowledged that
the air loss between the junctions of windows and doors to
walls, walls to floors and walls
to ceilings accounts for more
than 50% of the air loss in a
house. Other common factors of
air loss relate to fabric of the
building itself and the various
holes knocked through the fabric for an assortment of reasons
such as drainage, heating flues,
electrical cables etc.

SAP calculations
The industry is starting to understand that airtightness is only
half the story for the sealants.
That is why the thermal insulation of joints between window,
doors and walls is now included

Energy Efficiency
in the latest SAP calculations, where previously
it had simply been ignored.
When choosing a suitable airtight seal, the
full requirements necessary to create a longterm solution must be considered. If it is simply
to seal the edges or overlaps of an internal airtight membrane, then movement and thermal insulation are unlikely to be major factors to
consider as any number of various stick on adhesive strip tapes are likely to be suitable. As
there are technical differences between them,
some specialist knowledge or advice is always
helpful.
Joints
However, when sealing an actual construction
joint between similar or different materials, it is
a different story. An illustrative example is the
movement between joints created by the junction of different construction materials, such as
windows to walls or walls to roof etc. Even
joints between the same materials can move,
such as brick or concrete expansion joints. The
initial drying out of the building must also be
considered.
In this respect, the differential movement between timber frame buildings and the external
masonry facades is well researched and documented. But the different coefficient of expansion factors of different materials is less well
known. When selecting an airtight seal for this
type of application, consideration must be
given to several factors to assess if it’s correct
for the joint-type.
Opening the window
to installation costs savings
Up to 70% cost savings can be achieved when
using ISO-Bloco One high performance foam
tape from ISO Chemie to install and seal windows. The self-adhesive tape enables installers
to quickly and effectively seal windows from inside the building during the construction phase.
This can avoid the requirement to use time consuming and expensive external access systems,
which together with associated health and
safety issues, can contribute significantly to a
project’s overall costs.
Moreover, because the foam sealant can be
applied in the wet and rain, the installation of
windows can be undertaken regardless of external weather conditions, avoiding further time
consuming and costly delays. i
Picture: ISO-Bloco One offers up to 70% cost
savings on window installation projects
The Installer| Energy Efficiency |15
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McDermott Windows –
Up An Installation Level
A North-West family firm has
become the latest glazing
business to use Tremco
Illbruck’s TP650 Trio
impregnated tape
Blackburn’s McDermott Windows, a family firm, now uses
Tremco Illbruck’s high-performance installation products on its most demanding
installations, ensuring good
thermal efficiency, weather
resistance and all-round performance.
TP650 Trio is a pre-compressed,
multi-functional
polyurethane

16|Energy Efficiency | The Installer

tape that’s impregnated with
flame-retardant resin. Designed
for new-build and replacement
installations, it’s quick and simple
to apply, and is vapour-permeable while still offering driving
rain resistance of up to 600 Pa.
What’s more, it’s fully compliant
with BS8213-4:2016 CoP for
the survey and installation of windows and external door sets,

and the Glass and Glazing Federation’s Guide to Good Practice. McDermott MD Stephen
McDermott said: “We’ve always
stood ourselves out from the competition by focusing on more than
just the window and door products themselves. Our ethos is very
clear – quality products are only
worthwhile if you fit them properly. “A triple-A-rated, top-of-theline window will not deliver the
level of performance that the enduser expects if corners have been
cut during the installation
process. That’s why we like
Tremco Illbruck’s TP650 Trio. It’s
quick, easy and reliable - and it
ensures that every door and window product we install fulfils its
potential.” i
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Astraseal and TGI – 1 Million
Metres Of Spacer Bar
Astraseal and spacer bar
specialists
Technoform
Glass Insulation are boasting that in less than five
years, TGI has supplied Astraseal with over one million
metres of warm edge
spacer bar.
If laid out flat in a straight
line, the 1.2 million metres
would equate to approximately
750 miles in length – or from
Astraseal’s HQ in Wellingborough, all the way to Venice.
Astraseal, which specialises in
a full range of glazing products
across PVC-U and aluminium,
currently produces over 3,000
sealed units every week.
“Our sealed unit manufacture
makes up a vital and successful

18|Energy Efficiency | The Installer

unit production. The firm purchased a brand-new bar bender which can bend aluminium,
steel or warm edge spacer
every 28 seconds. This means
Astraseal can bend an impressive 1,000 bars on a single
nine-hour shift. The company
has also purchased an intelligent desiccant filler which
brings greater precision to Astraseal’s operation.
David Kimberley, Product
Manager at TGI says: “It’s
great to see our products helping one of the industry’s most
respected fabricators grow. We
anticipate further success in our
Investment
In recent months, Astraseal has partnership together, as we
made several high-profile in- rapidly approach two million
vestments to bolster its sealed metres.” i
part of our business,” says
Colin Stanley, Operations Director at Astraseal.
“Reaching this milestone with
our order quantities increasing
year-on-year, shows how fast
our IGU manufacture has
grown. We achieve this
through constantly investing in
our business to deliver a
greater overall service for our
customers. That includes investing in new machinery, greater
facilities and high-specification
components from brands such
as TGI.”

Tired of producing quotes
with pen and paper?

Make Selling Easy
Provide professional
quotations on
the go with
Windowlink
software
Priced instantly on your laptop
Professional presentation
Email quote to client

Call now on
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Visit us at
www.windowlink.com
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Timber Windows & Doors Are
Better With Weather Seals

Timber windows rely on weather seals for performance. The right weather seals offer
superior protection and productivity gains, says one manufacturer
Luke Piper, MD at Architectural Ironmonger, BJ Waller,
says: “Wood window installers
won’t go back when they try
Deventer weather seals because it’s a weather seal that
makes a big difference to
performance of the window
or door and adds a quality
feel that customers value."
Deventer has a closed cell construction that does not absorb
water which helps it to resist
mould growth and staining. This
improves weather performance
and the seal stays cleaner.
The improved closing pressure
also delivers a more solid action.
Deventer weather seals have a
rigid back for fast, accurate fit-

ting. They also feature a universal
seal boot that allows for a much
broader range of groove tolerances to cope with painted products or hand finished frames.
Deventer VarioSoft TPE foam
seals suit all timber window and
door styles and come in a range
of colours. They’re suitable for
casement, sliding sash, tilt & turn
and fully reversible timber windows, as well as interior and exterior doors including French and
bi-folding styles. i
Deventer seals are available
on nationwide next day
delivery too sales@bjwaller.co.uk

r
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Opinion - Technology & Data

Information
(Technology)
is Power
Air quality within a building is
a big issue, writes ISOChemie's Andy Swift. The
more airtight we make our
buildings the less fresh air we
get into them through random unwanted gaps within
the building fabric.
Everybody who interacts with
the public or with other companies can collect the same kind of
data but many window companies have not yet come to terms
with the benefits that information
can bring. Imagine being able
to analyse trends and values of
all the quotes and orders you
have processed in the last
month, the last six months, last
year or the last five years.
Or ask which composite door
range sells better and which

makes the best margin for the
company?
How about, which salesman is
great at selling white PVC windows but seems unwilling (or unable) to sell timber or
aluminium?

Collecting on the way
Whatever you use to sell your
windows and doors, whether a
simple spreadsheet, a database, or a presentation and
pricing software package like
Focus or Vector, you are inadvertently collecting all sorts of
data on the way.
Focus, Windowlink’s window
and door selling package is designed to assist window companies to sell windows in a clear,
professional and collaborative
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way but at the same time gathers all sorts of information about
order values, conversion rates,
even frame types and numbers
To take this a stage further - a
standard customer database or
CRM can give you information
about individual customers
(GDPR permitting of course) but
an application designed by
Windowlink’s recently expanded development team allows this data to be analysed in
depth and for many different
purposes. A sales manager, for
example, might analyse the performance of his salesmen in detail, drilling down to the types of
frame each seems to be comfortable selling, which might highlight
a
training
need.
Comparative sales, product by
product, month by month or
salesman by salesman can be
displayed as easy to understand
tables or in graph or diagram
form.
Watch the profit
Step up to director or owner
level and it might be of interest
to see what products require the
least effort to sell and which
yield the best profit margin. The
salesman himself could keep
tabs on his own sales and commission, while the Purchasing
Department could look for information about composite doors
or specialist items such as hardwood cills, or heritage ironmongery that will need to be
ordered.
The information is out there – it
just needs to be gathered,
analysed and used to your advantage.
The phrase ‘Knowledge is
Power’ is attributed first to Sir
Francis Bacon back in 1597
and in business must surely
make more sense than it’s opposite – Ignorance is Bliss. i
Article by Mark Dudley,
MD of Windowlink Limited

Advertisement
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A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY
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Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services
Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).
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Strong, Smooth & Seamless
Residence 7s is the latest addition to Tradelink Window
Solutions’ window and door collection. Exclusively
designed and manufactured by Tradelink, Residence 7s
takes the Residence 7 design to new aesthetic heights with
a seamless, welded finish.
Jim Moody, MD explains: “The Residence 7s window takes the product to an exciting new level of quality. The Residence brand is increasing in popularity and our new seamless weld Residence 7s offers
installers the perfect combination of a superior range of windows and
doors with a premium grade finish. Demand for Residence 7s is already
growing quickly following its January launch.”
The corners on Tradelink’s purpose-designed Residence 7s flush sash
window are fuse welded to create high strength, seamless joints. The
75mm system features 7 chambers for improved energy efficiency and
offers a stand-out design choice with its smooth, welded finish. Installers
can glaze the system on-site and Tradelink offers an industry leading 7-

10 day delivery on orders.
There are two distinctive styles available. Both offer a completely flush frame, the Heritage style offers traditional rounded detailing whilst the Contemporary choice has very straight, sleek sightlines to suit new-build and modern homes. Frames are available
in a range of fourteen colours with a full hardware selection. i tradelinkdirect.co.uk
Clevedon based fabricator and installer Seal-Lite Group, which serves
trade and retail customers throughout the south-west of England, is
gaining an important competitive edge for its PVC-U doorsets by combining the Swish profile with Dynamic 2D hinges by SFS.
The combination of the Swish profile design and the Dynamic 2D’s bespoke hinge
sash plate delivers excellent visual appeal in a robust, secure doorset in which Seal-Lite
customers can have complete long-term confidence.
MD, Chris Shearn, says: “The quality of our doorsets, and all the products we manufacture, depends on choosing the right components and system, and our excellent customer feedback to date suggests that our new specification for PVC-U doors is ticking
all the boxes. Switching to the Swish system has enabled us to achieve an important
uplift in quality, and one that has been amplified through our decision to use Dynamic
2D hinges.
“SFS provided excellent technical support from the outset to ensure the hinges provide
us with that ‘fit and forget’ solution, which is so important for customer satisfaction and
for protecting our reputation. The hinges also mean we can provide the assurance of
Secured by Design on our doorsets, and the ability to colour match with a durable
finish gives our doorsets a visual appeal that sets us apart.” i sfsintec.co.uk

Dekko Window Systems are celebrating with Swindon
based Emerald Windows after the successful sale of their
very ﬁrst garage door – the bold, new addition to the
Räum aluminium range.
Emerald Windows MD Martin Brett comments: “When we heard that
Dekko had launched a premium garage door range, we knew it
presented a fantastic opportunity to grow our business and provide a
greater proposition to consumers across the region. The ability to colourmatch the garage door to windows, doors or sliding doors is a great
advantage too, and allows us to sell the ‘bigger picture’ to the customer.
The sectional design means a Räum garage door can deliver more
space both inside and on the driveway than the traditional ‘up and
over’ design. It can also be operated using the i
nnovative
‘SmartGarage’ smartphone app and is available in a range of styles
and exclusive colours. i dekkowindows.com
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Blinding With Slimline Integrals
Morley Glass & Glazing has enhanced its product offer with
the introduction of a new slimline ScreenLine integral blind
system.
SL16 is ideal for use in composite doors and vertical sliding windows due
to its slimline 10mm slats, making it the first integrated blind system that is
suitable for use in a 16mm cavity.
The range includes the slider controlled SL16S Venetian, as well as the
SL26C Venetian with cord control.
Both are currently only available in the UK exclusively through Morley
Glass & Glazing, and are available in white, beige and silver. They come
complete with the additional features users have come to expect from the
business, such as warm edge spacer bars as standard.
MD Ian Short explains: “In the past, integral blinds didn’t fit into anything
thinner than a 28mm frame. Today, though, there is much more of a
demand from people with composite doors and vertical sliding windows,
and this slimline product will be able to appeal to part of the market that has
not previously been serviced by integral blinds.” i morleyglass.co.uk

VELUX is offering rewards to people who buy white painted roof
windows for their home renovation or extension projects,
redeemable at top brand retailers and restaurants, during March
and April.
The promotion will reward installers, builders and homeowners across the UK
and Ireland who choose VELUX white painted products.
The rewards of £25 in the UK are redeemable at a range of retailers and restaurants. In the UK, this includes M&S, Argos, Thomas Cook, Curry’s PC World and
Tesco.
Customers have a two-month window from 1 March until 30 April to buy white
painted products, perfect for homeowners wanting a lighter, brighter living space.
Richard McArthur, marketing manager from VELUX says: “We’re urging our
customers to take advantage of the offer, which includes the entire VELUX whitepainted roof window range, from manual, centre-pivot and top-hung standard
roof windows to combination solutions, and automatic electric and solar VELUX
INTEGRA roof windows.”
To receive rewards from VELUX, upload your proof of purchase at
www.velux.co.uk/rewards i velux.co.uk

From Anna and Elsa’s enchanted world to Winnie
the Pooh and his friends, the new Disney & VELUX
Goodnight Collection will add the perfect touch of
magic and creativity to your children’s room.
The 2018 blinds collection is the third children’s range, and
features characters from blockbuster hits Disney/Pixar Cars and
Disney’s Frozen as centerpieces of the range.
Grant Sneddon, product manager for VELUX explains: “For
parents who are looking to ensure their child’s bedroom is set
with the best possible sleeping conditions, these blackout blinds
are perfect, as they offer a lightproof seal for total darkness at
any time of day.”
All blinds are made of dirt-resistant OEKO-TEX fabrics and
offer children and parents the opportunity to turn rooms into
playful environments, where a magical universe comes together
with optimal sleeping conditions. i velux.co.uk
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#AskforAli
Highlighting the many benefits that aluminium glazing systems can bring to the domestic market is the key message
behind Senior’s new #AskforAli campaign.
Senior’s marketing manager Jonny Greenstreet explains: “Over the last
few years, as energy-efficiency becomes an issue that more homeowners are
aware of, the popularity of aluminium windows and doors has steadily
increased. We know that to be able to meet this growing demand, trade
professionals need a suite of high performance products that not only help
improve the look and feel of their customers’ homes but that are also easy to
fabricate and install.
Giving our trade customers the products they need and the high levels of customer service they deserve has been a key driver for us in the development of our Ali doors and windows and we are excited to have already received a lot of interest in our
new domestic range. We will be rolling out a great new advertising campaign in the coming months and as you’ll see, there
really are lots of reasons to #AskforAli”.
Offering attractive slim sightlines, the new thermally broken Ali VU aluminium window perfectly complements Senior’s Ali
FOLD range of single, double and bi-fold aluminium doors to offer the trade a complete suite of glazing solutions for the residential market. i seniorarchitectural.co.uk
The Residence Collection open-in doors have been
complemented by the precision-engineered
Dynamic 2D door hinges manufactured by SFS.
Residence 9 authentically replicates the traditional style of
19th century flush sash windows, whilst the Residence 7 and
Residence2 Collections provide the market with more contemporary, yet equally visually stunning windows and doors.
SFS were chosen as a partner for their inward opening
doors, with their Dynamic 2D hinges providing the perfect
blend of strength, security, aesthetics and long term reliability thanks to a highly-engineered construction and bespoke
sash plates. This means the installer can ‘fit and forget’.
As a manufacturer of door hinges, SFS was able to work
closely with The Residence Collection to achieve the perfect
match. By developing bespoke sash plates, SFS has ensured
a precise and secure attachment to the open-in sash for an
attractive result that characterises the brand and protects
against door ‘sagging’ over the door’s long, hassle-free lifespan. i sfsintec.co.uk

Thermoseal Group has introduced new sizes of its Thermobar Interbar to suit warm edge windows incorporating a multipane window system with a 25mm surface mount
Georgian bar.
Samantha Hill, Head of Marketing and Communications says: “Offering a more energy
efficient alternative to Aluminium is currently important in Europe where there is a U-value
penalty on windows fitted with Georgian bar and multipane window systems using
duplex fittings or Interbar (Muntin). In the anticipation that U-value penalties may also be
applied to UK Window Energy Ratings (WERs), our Technical Centre and production
team have been working to expand the Thermobar Interbar range which is made with
high-performance engineering plastic similar to that used for our Thermobar Warm Edge
Spacers.”
Available to order now, new sizes of Thermobar Interbar (Muntin) include
11.5x22mm and 15.5x22mm Interbar and fittings in black, white and grey. The Thermobar Interbar range also includes: 6x18mm; 11.5x18mm; 15.5x18mm. All fittings
are colour-matched to the highest performance Thermobar Warm Spacer range, but are
compatible with all warm edge spacer systems. i thermosealgroup.com
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Trade News

Best Installer
PMB Exteriors has been named Kestrel Approved Installer
of the Year for its work across Sussex.
Paul Milligan, who owns PBM Exteriors with business partner Chris
Owen, says: “We carry out 12-15 installations a month on private
houses and get two out of three of those jobs through personal
recommendation. The way I see it, our business is as good as our word
so we have to know that the products we use will stand the test of time.
The extended 35-year guarantee on Kestrel white proﬁles, certainly
does that.”
Kestrel business development manager Keith Hart comments: “The projects they submitted to the installer competition were
outstanding and they are a real example of the beneﬁts of the scheme.
“PBM Exteriors make sure that every job is submitted to Kestrel and explain the guarantees to give their customers peace of
mind. The fact that so much of their work is through referrals really does speak volumes about the quality of their installations.”
Kestrel is soon to launch its 2018 Approved Installer of the Year competition. i
Wayne Devine has announced his decision to step down after 28
years as CEO of the Masco UK Window Group.
As the founder of the successful business, Wayne served as CEO following its
acquisition in 2000 by the Masco Corporation.
Over the years, Wayne has worked tirelessly to establish and grow the
company, which has become one of the UK’s largest PVC-U window and door
fabricators. The Group supplies doors, windows and conservatories to fabricators
and installers across all market sectors from its multiple manufacturing sites across
the UK. Its familiar quality brands include Phoenix Doors, Duraﬂex, Techniglass,
Premier and Evolution.
Steve Forbes, Vice President HR Europe comments: “We are grateful for
Wayne’s years of service and his utmost dedication to realising the operating and
strategic objectives as well as his commitment to the company.”
In the interim, Darius Padler, Group Vice President, will take the CEO role for the
UK Window Group. i
Morley Glass & Glazing is once again the headline sponsor of the North Leeds Charity Beer Festival, which
will be returning with a new twist to North Leeds Cricket Club from 6-7 April.
Now in its seventh year, the annual community charity fundraising festival, featuring food, drink and music festival will this
year debut a gin bar alongside 35 real ales from seven breweries and seven ciders. As always, the ﬁne selection of real ale,
cider and gin will be complemented by pork pies and vegetable samosas, as well as a fantastic programme of local bands.
Ian Short, MD says: “We welcome the fact that gin is on the menu to help appeal to an even wider audience – and help raise
more funds. This is exactly the type of initiative we like to be involved with as it perfectly reﬂects our ethos of giving back to
local communities. I will be rolling up my sleeves and helping alongside the Rotarians and I am very much looking forward to
the event. I wish NLBF and the Rotary Club of Roundhay every success.” i

Alumen has appointed David Allen as Trade Sales Manager to strengthe its
trade supply operation following its recent expansion to a new 15,000 sq.ft
facility in Kettering.
MD Alan Robinson, comments: “David has more than 20 years of experience, both in the
fenestration industry and with trade account management, so he’s the ideal appointment for
us. Customers have always been central to what David does, and that ﬁts perfectly with the
way that we work at Alumen.”
“My role here will focus on further developing relationships with our trade customers,” says
David Allen. “ High-end aluminium is a real growth area, and by partnering with Alumen our
customers can access high value, high proﬁt projects. “We have a great showroom in
Kettering, so please come along and see some of the products we offer, the quality of our
work and ﬁnd out more about the service we provide to our trade partners.” i
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Getting Into The Spirit
PVC-U systems supplier Veka Group took home the ‘Employer of
the Year’ trophy at this year’s Red Rose Awards.
Touted as ‘Lancashire’s premier celebration of business excellence’, the
annual Red Rose Awards evening was held at the Winter Gardens,
Blackpool with over 1,100 guests attending the black-tie event.
Having selected Veka Group from a short list of six, the Red Rose
Awards judges had this to say of the winners, “In 2017 the
development and implementation of the Employer Brand and Veka
Values found a way to put their people at the heart of the business. What
they are and what they stand for was well evidenced, as was the fact that
the changes the business has adopted are good for the employees, the
suppliers and for the business.”
Dave Jones, MD, says, “While Veka is an international name in the
PVC-U industry, we are also very much a local company in Burnley.
With over 90% of our almost 400 employees from the town and its
surrounding areas, we take our values very seriously when it comes
to our workforce and this, in turn has a direct impact on our suppliers
and customers.
“We conduct regular staff surveys as we know their feedback is key
to making the company not just the business of choice for our customers but for our
employees too. We’re certain that Veka Spirit has had a huge effect on our employees, with
department employee turnover cut in half since its introduction. i

AluWood has launched its authorised installer scheme to make
it even easier for companies to sell aluclad windows and doors
to homeowners and developers according to Callum Grant,
Commercial Director at AluWood.
He says: “We’re ﬁnding some homeowners want modern aluminium styling
but a h
omely ﬁnish on the inside. Our aluclad system offers a perfect
combination of sleek modern aluminium on the outside but inside it has the
warmth and natural feel of timber. As demand for aluclad timber windows
and doors continues to increase, we h
ave now launched our AluWood
authorised installer scheme.
“We support installers and fabricators with everything needed for domestic
and commercial projects. Our expert technical team are on hand with advice.
The new scheme also offers marketing literature including the stunning retail
brochure.”
The new scheme is designed to help installation companies tap into the
lucrative £77 million a year market for aluclad timber window systems. i

On February 2nd 2018 Made for Trade received the sad news that after a very short illness our valued and
well respected Trade Sales Manager, Trevor Hopper had passed away.
Known as one of the ‘good guys’ in the industry, Trevor carried himself in a positive and upbeat manner always willing to go
the extra mile for his clients and employer. His sense of humour and enthusiastic approach to life made him very well thought of
by all he came in to contact with.
His career spanned many years, starting in engineering and a spell offshore in the oil and gas industry Trevor returned to
Grimsby, his home town, looking for a change in direction which is when he chose the fenestration trade.
Known to the Directors, Richard and Bradley Gaunt for his passionate approach, Trevor was the ideal candidate who could be
trusted to push forward the company’s innovative product in keeping with their ethos and he continued to do this until he became
ill. He will be greatly missed by many in the industry and was deﬁnitely one of a kind.
Trevor leaves behind his loving and supportive wife Carolyn, children and grandchildren who will continue to tell the stories of
his motorcycle adventures and keep his memory alive in the way he would have wanted. i
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT
FOR YOUR MARKETING
On May 25th new European data regulations come
into force with heavy penalties for companies that
don’t comply.
If you’re still relying on your old prospect database
or mailing list, chances are you won’t comply. That’s
why you should team up with Insight Data; we give
you access to the UK’s most accurate and in-depth
marketing data, while helping you comply with the
new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The Insight database includes:
15,000 fabricators and installers
25,900 local builders
3,200 housebuilders and major
contractors
15,300 architects

Call Insight Data today on 01934 808 293 or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
to make sure your marketing is compliant.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
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www.insightdata.co.uk

Scott’s Corner

Making Clean Data
Do The Business
Andrew Scott, MD of Purplex Marketing, speaks exclusively to The Installer on the
challenges of marketing in a rapidly changing industry and how Salestracker and a new
email marketing platform, STEM can help
For better or worse, acquisitions, mergers and consolidations have become a regular
sight in the fenestration industry. Such is their frequency, the
industry landscape seems to
change almost on a daily
basis. This, of course, creates
a number of challenges for
businesses.
As the industry changes so rapidly, data decay has never been
more significant, with once trusty
marketing lists and spreadsheets
now destined for the archives because they simply cannot keep
up.
It is for this reason we have
seen businesses across every sector of the industry switch their approach and adopt Salestracker
for their sales and marketing
needs. In doing so, businesses
can effectively eliminate data
decay and avoid damaging their
reputation by contacting companies that are no longer trading or
decision makers who have
changed jobs, retired or even
passed away.
Real-time data
Salestracker is an online portal
combining a prospect database,
a powerful CRM system and a
brand new, integrated email marketing platform called STEM. It’s
powered by what we call ‘realtime data’, which is achieved
through an in-depth seven stage
verification process for accuracy.
In one of these stages, our inhouse research team make over
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20,000 calls per month to confirm every detail. In another, we
have a direct feed from a credit
reference agency which confirms
credit ratings and identifies companies in our database that have
gone bust, moved or changed directors.
This means our 700+ users including major systems companies, fabricators, component
suppliers and manufacturers, always have access to the most upto-date data and market
intelligence for the fenestration
and construction industries. Better
still, Salestracker is an online platform which is available via a PC,
laptop, tablet or mobile device
providing 24/7 access for businesses and their sales teams no
matter where they are in the
country.
In short, Salestracker brings together live data for over 60,000
potential customers, including
contact details and business information such as key decision makers, suppliers, output and credit
ratings. Whether it’s architects,
house builders, main contractors,
local builders or fellow professionals from the fenestration industry, Salestracker allows you to
target the right prospective customer for your business.
An industry first
It’s a stark contrast to those businesses relying solely on one-off
data lists – sending out email
campaigns to old email addresses with nothing to show for

their investment except high
bounce rates and potential blacklisting from email providers. That
difference was made even
clearer when we launched STEM,
Salestracker’s integrated email
marketing platform.
STEM is the industry’s first and
only, dedicated email marketing
platform, harnessing Salestracker’s prospect data. Now,
customers can create their email
audience using our accurate data
and then design and build dynamic email campaigns in HTML
or using our intuitive drag-anddrop design suite or one of our
templates. Once it’s sent, STEM
will effectively track any responses, leads or enquiries using
an in-built landing page and
Salestracker’s CRM system –
ready to be followed up by the
sales team.
The
combination
of
Salestracker and STEM delivers
not only a proven platform for
businesses to effectively and efficiently target new customers –
even in today’s ever-changing industry, it removes the need to internally manage and cleanse
data. By pairing a Salestracker
and a STEM email campaign
with direct mail and telesales
businesses can create a high-impact, multi-channel campaign to
a highly-targeted data group either locally or nationally. i
For more information visit
purplexmarketing.com or call
01934 808 132
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Comment
There seems to be a bit of a hoo haa surrounding the Residence
Collection - with particular reference to why installers should avoid
buying unglazed Residence 9 (vertical sliders) windows.

TheInstaller

Kurt Greatrex at fabricator firm Dekko Window Systems writes:
‘Residence Collection windows achieve industry leading U-Values
through smart design. Th e frames and sashes are deeper than
conventional systems, there are more thermal chamber pockets and the
chamber webs and external profile walls are much thicker. But most
crucially, Residence Collection profiles are bonded to the glass unit,
strengthening the mechanically jointed frame and eliminating the need
for traditional steel reinforcements. Glass-bonding also prevents
movement and bowing in a system designed without large steel
reinforcements’.

Editor
Brian Shillibeer
E.installer@profinder.eu

Steel reinforcements give a window strength when it’s windy and resists
any bowing when it's hot but reduces the thermal performance of the
window, so eliminating it through glass-bonding is really smart – the
window is just as strong but offers significantly improved performance.
‘So, when I hear that fabricators are promoting Residence 9 windows
unglazed and without glass-bonding my knees begin to tremble,'
continues Greatrex. ‘Are we going to see product warranty issues with
the best premium window in the industry?
‘If you choose to buy unglazed Residence 9 you have to glass-bond on
site but how practical is that? Glass-bonding should be carried out in a
dry factory environment and allowed to cure and set for a specified
period – you simply cannot guarantee these conditions when out on
site.
‘I have discussed the issue with DW3 Products Group, owners of the
Residence Collection system. They agree that unglazed Residence 9 is
simply not manufactured to current specification.
Alan Burgess of Masterframe Windows (a vertical slider specialist) then
also took his pen out writing in favour of glass bonding – and steel
reinforcement:
‘Masterframe lead by example. A rated, SBD and fully steel reinforced
sashes as standard shows that it is possible to achieve security and
great thermal properties, it just means we must incur significant other
costs like Krypton to balance the heat lost through steel reinforcement.
The danger with these arguments is that it suggests one cost saving
measure (no steel) is better than a perceived loss of weld strength using
a new concept offered by competitors. Let’s keep this simple, I fully
accept that any ‘on site operation’ can never be controlled better than
factory conditions. I also accept that glass bonding seems to be the
way forward for those seeking to reduce material costs (no steel). But
products would be even stronger (and expensive) were reinforcement
retained and sashes, glass bonded! Whilst windows from fabricators
not using steel reinforcement and not glass bonding will look identical,
it’s obvious that they’ll perform far worse, expect service issues and
further reputational damage, both company and industry.
So there you have it - there's the wrong way, the right way – and
according to Burgess, the right, right, way.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators
Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

Bi-folding Doors

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

Aluminium Lanterns
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GLAZED IN SECONDS
Baypole Jacks

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN
Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors

You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

PROFINDER
Tel: 07814 209789

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Conservatory Roofs

Glass Handling

Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Profile Bemding

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

PROFINDER
Tel: 07814 209789

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Profile Bending

Windows

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

To advertise

Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789

Racking Systems

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Window openers

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

To fill this space
Call Mehreen
Haroon
07814 209789

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

ASK FOR
BY NAME
THE ALUMINIUM ROOF
LANTERN

INSTALLED IN MINUTES,
GLAZED IN SECONDS
FASTER
THE QUICKEST,
MOST EFFICIENT
LANTERN TO
INSTALL AVAILABLE

STRONGER

WARMER

SLIMMER

SUBSTANTIALLY
STRONGER THAN
COMPETITORS

SUPERIOR, CLASS
LEADING THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

THE MOST
ELEGANT ROOF
ON THE MARKET

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk

